
Goldeneye Setup Editor V2.0 Action Blocks How To 
 

By SubDrag 

 

This tutorial will teach you how to do many of the common desired action blocks that 

you can think of, so that you can spruce up your levels.  It is recommened you have read 

the Action Blocks Introduction Tutorial before this one, so you know about how they 

work.  Remembe that 04XX blocks (such as 0401) are used by guards or vehicles or 

subroutines, and are not active all the time, only when they are called or when a guard is 

alive.  10XX (such as 1000) are always active, and execute at all times.  This is important 

when deciding where to put something. 

 

The following tutorials are performed here: 

How to Add Objectives 

How to Detect When the Intro is Finished 

How to Play a Sound Or Display Text 

How to Use Randomness to Perform Different Actions 

How to Trigger Explosions Around Bond 

How to Tell if Bond is Close to An Object or Guard 

How to Blow Up An Object 

How to Get a Guard to Walk to a Spot 

How to Have a Guard Kill Another Guard 

How to Move a Vehicle 

How to Use Counters 

How to Use Timers 

How to Have a Helicopter Spin its Propeller 

How to Open/Close Doors 

How to Make a Guard Surrender 

How to Exit a Level (with cut-scene) 

How to Spawn a Guard 

How to Move Bond (note lose keys/collected items) 

How to Use Alarms 

How to Remove a Guard 

How to Have a Guard Give You an Item 

How to Add Objectives 

 

 

How to Detect When the Intro is Finished 

 
This is simply a matter of detecting whether you are in the intro camera, or intro swirl.  

The intro camera is viewing the level, and the intro swirl is the swirl around Bond when 

the level is about to begin.  It can be placed in 04XX or 10XX blocks, but generally it 

should be in 10XX blocks.  The detection is done using return value commands CE, and 

CF, which in the example below goto 0201 if they are current in the swirl, and simply 

continue executing commands otherwise.   



 

 
 

For example, if in the intro swirl: 

0200 ;do nothing for now 

 AD Loop until intro is done ; comments are ignored 

 03 ;leave the routine once, this is needed to avoid inf loop for backwards 

CE01 Detect if in intro camera, we aren’t, so don’t do anything 

 CF01 Detect if in intro swirl, we are, so goto 0201 

0201 

 0100 Goto beginning, then goto first 0200 

repeat… 

 

If not in any intros: 

0200 ;do nothing for now 

 AD Loop until intro is done ; comments are ignored 

 03 ;leave the routine once, this is needed to avoid inf loop for backwards 

 CE01 Detect if in intro camera, we aren’t, so don’t do anything 

 CF01 Detect if in intro swirl, we aren’t, so don’t do anything 

0002 Goto 0202 

0202 

 AD Do whatever want here ;… program continues with whatever you want 

 05FD0001 ;this just exits the routine so it never is active again 

 



 

How to Play a Sound Or Display Text 
 

This is quite simple.  This can use either the 04XX or 10XX blocks, but for this example 

it will use a 10XX block since they are always activated.  

 

C2 displays text on the bottom, C3 text on the top, and C4 plays a sound effect.  You can 

preview them in the editor, if the help files are installed.  Now exit the block by 

05FD0001 so the sound doesn’t keep restarting forever and the text goes away.   

 

IMPORTANT: Text can only be used if it is loaded.  Some are global, such as LTitleE, 

but each specific level is only loaded when it is played.  So in Runway, you can mainly 

only use Runway’s text digits.  Sounds can always be used, any of them.   

 

A simple enough block is: 

 

 
 

 



 

How to Use Randomness to Perform Different Actions 
 

You can use randomness to allow for different actions in a given map, such as spawning 

a guard with a KF7 or an RCP90 instead, or spawning Dr. Doak in a different location 

each time, etc.   

 

You can put these randomness blocks in anything, 04XX or 10XX blocks, but it is 

recommended generally to put them in 10XX blocks, because if a guard dies, so does his 

04XX block with him, and it stops executing. 

 

Lets just do a simple randomness block where it displays different text on the screen 

depending on the random number.  Note that text can ONLY be displayed if the text is 

currently loaded for the level.  You cannot load Runway’s text on Bunkers, or vice-versa.  

Some text is always loaded such as LTitleE and LMiscE.   

 

The main important commands are 33 (seed random byte), and 34, a return value loop 

function for whether the seeded random byte is < a certain value.  Note, you could 

alternatively use 35, a return value function to check whether random value is > a value, 

but it’s easier to stick with one or the other. 

 

Basically, what is done is a random byte is generated, and then it is checked whether it is 

below a value.  In this example, there are four checks, to see whether it’s below 0x40, 

0x80, 0xC0, and then the else clause (above 0xC0).   

 

It looks like in C code: 

if (randomValue < 0x40) 

{ 

DisplayText(0x9C38); 

} 

else if (randomValue < 0x80) 

{ 

DisplayText(0x9C28); 

} 

else if (randomValue < 0xC0) 

{ 

DisplayText(0x9C33); 

} 

else 

{ 

DisplayText(0x9C07); 

} 

//go on now at 0210, in this example we just exit by 05FD0001 

 

Block: 1000 



 
 

The basic gist is the following sequence: 

33 Seed Random Byte (to start the process off) 

 

344001 ; Check if value is < 0x40, if so goto 0201, else continue 

0002; If not < 0x40, goto 0202 

0201 ;was < 0x40 

 C39C38 ; display text 

 0010 ;goto end, we found our match 

0202 ; // do next check 

 348003 ; check if was < 0x80 

… 

0210 

 ;we’re finished checking 

 

As a final note, remember that the last two checks actually both are endings, because if 

you check whether it’s < 0xC0, that’s one clause, and if it doesn’t fit there, then it’s 

above 0xC0 and another ending.   

 

In this example, in Runway if done there, it will randomly display one message when you 

start the level.  NOTE: Had you not done the 05FD0001 at the end, it would constantly be 

showing random text messages forever.   

 

 



 



 
 

How to Trigger Explosions Around Bond 
 

This is one of the easiest things you can do.  Make an action block that detects a 

condition, and when it’s reached do command F6 once, then continue on (and usually 

05FD0001 to permanently end the action block).   

 

The simplest form is shown below, which just starts explosions as soon as the level starts.  

Make sure you do a 05FD0001 (or at the least, only execute F6 once, you can do more 

code), otherwise it keeps trying to trigger explosions every time it sees F6, and never 

actually gets far enough to do so.   

 



 
 

How to Tell if Bond is Close to An Object or Guard 

 
We’ll test this on the white bin in Runway.  Click on it to find its preset. In this case, it’s 

0021. 

 



 
 

Add an 10XX action block (it could be 04XX, depending on use, but in most cases it will 

be 10XX. 

 



 
 

This block will loop and use command 52 to check if Bond is within XXXX units of a 

preset.  In this case, a distance of 0020 was used, but you could use smaller or larger 

distances, to detect if Bond is close to an object.  If he is close enough, it goes to return 

value loop spot 01 (the 0201), and if not just does the classic (0200, 03, 0100) loop.  In 

this case, it displays text, then exits if you are close.   

 



 
 

Instead, lets check if Bond is close to a guard.  Insert a guard (any guard).  In this case 

Natalya was inserted. 

 



 
 

For some reason, the game doesn’t have a global check if Bond is close to a guard, so we 

need to make Natalya a 04XX action block.  Add a 0402 in the action blocks, then assign 

Natalya to it. 

 



 
 

We now do a similar loop as before, but this time use the command 4B Check if within 

Proximity of Bond (04XX only!), and if so, goto 0201, otherwise loop.  In this case, we 

choose to display text, then instead of our usual 05FD0001, we do 05FD0002, which is 

for guards, and makes them attack Bond.   

 



 
 

First, Natalya won’t attack, and she’s just looping through the 0200, 03, 4B…, 0100, until 

Bond becomes close enough. 

 



  
 

Once he has, it displays the text, then she attacks. 

 



 
 

There are other similar commands, such as check if Guard within units of another Guard, 

etc, so play around, as well as 4C Check if Guard Not Within Units of Bond return value 

loop.   

 

How to Blow Up An Object 
 

To use objects in action blocks, you need to add 16 tags to each one used.  Right click on 

the object, and click Add 16 Tag. 

 



 
 

 

Remember what number it tells you.  In this case it was tag 07.  Also, note that its preset 

is 0021 here.   

 



 
 

Add an action block.  It can be 10XX or 04XX, it depends on its use.  In most cases you 

will want to do 10XX. 

 

We’ll do a simple test to see if Bond is close to the preset, then if so, explode it. 

 



 
 

Command 52 detects whether Bond is within XXXX units of a preset.  0020 units was 

chosen here, so you can see the explosion.  Then choose the preset in question, which 

was 0021 here.  Note that it is a return value loop function, so if you’re within units, it 

goes to the return value loop (in this case 01), if not, just continues executing, which 

loops until the condition is met here. 

 

When you meet the condition, it then explodes the 16 tagged object by the command 5F.  

Then as usual, end the block or loop in another section because if you keep trying to 

explode the object, it will keep starting but never actually go off. 

 



 
 

The white tanks weren’t too fun exploding, lets try a barrel, and then glass. 

 



 
 



 
 

 

 



 
 

Glass needs to be type 2F (normal objects are type 03).  (note it was also enlarged using 

the four pink arrow resize tool) 

 

 
 



 
 

 

How to Get a Guard to Walk to a Spot 
 

First insert a guard where you want him to start. 

 



 
 

Now add an action block 04XX (any unused), in this case 0401. 

 



 
 

Now right click on the guard and set him to use this action block. 

 



 
 

Pick a preset you want him to walk to: 

 



 
 

Now add the action block itself.  The command we were looking for was 1F, which 

means Guard Runs to Preset.  We chose preset 70, so it will be 1F0070 (Guard Runs to 

preset 70).  Note this command only works in 04XX blocks.   

 

Now we do a loop to check if the Guard has reached his destination.  We can do this by 

the command 4D, which checks whether a guard is within XXXX units of a preset.  We 

chose this guard to be within 10 units of the preset (0010), which is a good number here.  

Note you could’ve used a larger number to tell if he was close, but had not yet reached 

his destination.  Remember we put the guard ID a FD, because this means “current guard 

whoever’s using this block”, so if we wanted to make 10 guards do this action, we could 

without fixing actual guard IDs.  This is a return value loop function, so if it succeeds, it 

means he is, if it does not, it just continues executing (thus, we put the block in the simple 

loop we always do (0200, 03, 0100).  You could also use command 54, Go to return 

value loop if guard is at preset (with guard ID as FD), but the distance one is usually 

more useful.   

 

At the end, it goes to 0201 if the guard is within the 0010 units of the preset.  In this case, 

it’s set it to explode around Bond when this happens.  Make sure you do a 05FD0001 



after this, otherwise explosions won’t go off because it will keep trying to trigger them 

and never actually go off, not trigger them once.   

 

 
 

On a related note, you could also use command 1C (guard jogs to preset) or command 1E 

(guard walks to preset) instead of command 1F. (guard runs to preset).  

 



 
 

 

 



 
 

For fun, lets make sure the FD works and we can make a lot of guards do this.  Add a few 

more guards, and assign them all to the same action block (in this case 0401).   

 



 
 

OK now they’re cloned, lets test it in-game again. 

 



 
 

Better kill all of them! If even one reaches the destination, the bomb goes off. 

 



 
 

How to Have a Guard Kill Another Guard 

 
First, add two guards in the editor.  For fun, in the example we’ll use Mayday and Jaws. 

 



 
 

 

Make sure you add a weapon to Jaws. 

 



 
 

Check out each guard ID by clicking on the guards. 

 



 
 

For us, Mayday was guard ID 00 (don’t use the guard number, use the (ID XX).  Jaws is 

ID 01 here.   

 

Add a 04XX action block for Jaws, in this case we added 0401 in the action blocks 

window, and assign it to him. 

 



 
 

Also make Mayday use action block 0001, so in this case she doesn’t fire at you or do 

anything. 

 

 
 

Now lets construct the action block for Jaws, which was here 0401. 

 



 
 

First, we loop until Bond is within proximity of Jaws.  This is just for our test, because if 

they shoot right away, you won’t see it.  Next, when Bond is near Jaws, it goes to the 

0200 loop, and uses the command 14 to have Jaws target Mayday.  Make sure you choose 

the right guard ID target (Mayday).  The 14 commands return value loops successfully if 

the target has been targetted, so we keep looping here until the target has been targetted, 

then goto 0202.   

 

Now lets actually kill the target, so use the command 19.  The left guard ID is the 

shooter, the right combobox ID is the victim.  Choose style 04 to shoot the other in the 

stomach, 08 is head. Finally, we keep looping here until the guard id has been killed, then 

we goto 0203 which does 05FD0001 to exit the routine. 

 

If you want Jaws to now turn and attack you, change 05FD0001 to 05FD0002, so it uses 

the default attack routine.   

 



 
 

If you give Mayday more health, she will last longer.  However, sometimes it will not kill 

her in time, and then be in this bizarre situation where she is being hit, but the guard isn’t 

shooting at her.  It’s best to combine this whole situation with timers, so that a guard fires 

every so often.   

 

 

How to Move a Vehicle 

 
First, insert a vehicle.  Only the cars are valid.  In this case, we’ll insert a 00 object of 

0117, Dam Supply Truck. 

 



 
 

Now right click on a wall and click Add Path.  

 



 
 

Remember which path # is added. 

 



 
 

Now open the Path Window, by Edit Setup -> Edit Paths. 

 



 
 

Click Delete Preset until they’re all gone. 

 



 
 

Now close the window and go back to the Visual Window.  Right click on the presets, in 

the order you want the path, and click Add Preset to Path -> Path # (one we added).  Also 

click Paths Off for it to Say Paths On, so we can view them. 

 

Right click on the first preset you want the truck to go to (must be 00 preset), then click 

Add Preset to Path -> Path 00. 

 



 
 

Do it to the second point as well.  All paths need at least two presets. 

 

 



 

It should connect them with a blue line.   

 

 
 

Now add a 04XX action block.  It must be 04XX, because we’re going to attach it to a 

vehicle.  In this case, we add 0403.  Attach the truck to action block 0403.   

 



 
 

All we need to do is set the object path to 00, then set the speed of the vehicle, and it’s 

off. Exit the block with 05FD0001 so it doesn’t keep trying to restart the path.   

 

 



 
 

Your truck will move.  You can play around with the speeds if you like of the truck.  The 

first two bytes are for speed, and the second are for initial acceleration. 

 

 



 
 

 

 

How to Use Counters 

 
Add a 10XX block, although counters can be in 04XX, most of the time they will be done 

in 10XX blocks.  Counters count upwards, so they start at 0, and go to infinity (well, fine, 

not really infinity).   Many times you will use counters simply as delay elements, so 

things don’t keep happening and there are pauses.   

 

First the counter needs to be reset and enabled, by AF and then B1 commands.  Then use 

the command B4 to detect if the counter is greater than a certain value.  B5 can also be 

used to detect if less than a certain value, but generally B4 is more commonly used.  In 

the case below, we check loop until it detects that the counter has exceeded 80, when it 

does put text on the bottom of the screen, then loop again until the counter has exceeded 

180.  In this case, we play a sound, then exit the routine.   

 



 
 



 
 

 

How to Use Timers 

 
Timers are similar to counters, except they are the opposite (they count down instead of 

up).  They also can be displayed on the screen.   

 

First set the timer for a certain number of seconds by the B7 command.  Then start and 

show the timer by the B9 and B5 commands.  You *can* start the timer but not display it 

on the screen, for a silent countdown, using the B6 Hide Timer command.   

 

Now loop and detect if the timer is below a certain point.  To detect if it reached 0, detect 

if it’s less than 0001 using the BB command.  Finally, when it return value loops 

successfully, which means the timer is where you want, you hide the timer using B6, Stop 

the timer using B8, and then do whatever you want. 

 



In this case, we choose to fail the objectives by doing command F9, then exit the level 

using command D2.  And to be safe, we do 05FD0001, although it’s probably 

unnecessary.   

 

 
 



 
 

How to Have a Helicopter Spin its Propeller 

 
First insert a chopper, such as 011B.  It should be object type 28, by default. 

 



 
 

Create a new 04XX action block, and attach the chopper to it.  In this case, 0405. 

 



 
 

Then create the simple action block as below: 

 

CD sets the aircraft roter speed.  Then 0A does the animation.  Normally it’s used for 

guards, this command, but it has special uses for choppers.  0002 is the frigate chopper 

(even if it says bow-legged aim gun), while 0001 makes the plane take off, as in Runway 

(for this, 0A command needs to be called twice), and 000 makes the chopper veer right 

then take off (from Cradle ending).  Then the routine is ended by 05FD0001.   

 



 
 

If the chopper is acting weird, right click on the chopper and disable the special function 

flag. 

 



 
 

Now your chopper should have its propellers spinning.   

 

 



 
 

How to Open/Close Doors 

 
First, you need to add a 16 tag to a door.   

 



 
 

 

Be sure to record which 16 object was created.  Also note what preset is being use, here it 

is 2712. 

 



 
 

For fun, lets make an automatic door, that opens if you come close.   

 

First, we’ll check if Bond is close to the door by checking his proximity to the preset, 

which here was 2712.  Loop until this is met. 

 

Then, we need to check if the door is closed by the 68 command.  Be sure to choose the 

right 16 object tag, in this case it was 01.  If it’s not closed, it’s in the process of being 

opened, so we don’t want to keep opening it (or it’ll keep restarting opening and never 

actually open).  If it’s now closed, then open the door by the command 66, and choose the 

door.  Then keep looping to the beginning forever.   

 



 
 

And it works.  You could do similar things to close doors, etc.  Close door is command 

67.   

 

 



 
 

Note that if a door is linked to another door, both will open.  To link doors, right click 

and choose the other door number to link to.  You’ll need to then choose the other door 

and link it to this one.   

 



 
 

Now both doors open since they are linked.  You could alternatively simply 16 tag the 

other door, and then open them both by individual 66 commands.  For reference, if you 

want to adjust door speeds, and methods of opening, go to Edit Setup -> Edit Objects and 

choose the 01 type object of doors. 

 



 
 

How to Make a Guard Surrender 

 
Add a guard, and assign the following 04XX action block to him.   

 



 
 

It’s more fun if you give him a gun.   

 



 
 

For even more fun, lets do the scientist thing.  After the guard surrenders, when Bond is 

farther than 50 units away from the scientist, now he will run to preset 0A.  We then loop 

to see how close he is to the preset 0A, then when he’s close, we do command 22, to have 

him fade and disappear.  This is how Rare does their scientists, for the most part.   

 



 
 



 
 

How to Exit a Level (with cut-scene) 

 
First insert a 2E Camera point. 

 



 
 

Now position it, remembering that the darkest side is the front. 

 



 
 

Add a 16 object tag to the 2E object. 

 



 
 

Remember what number it is. 

 



 
 

The below is the entire simple exit block.   

 

First there is a loop checking if all objectives are complete.   

 

After all objectives are complete (for testing, you can make no objectives, and then 

they’re always all complete), it hides the first person display, stops the game time, 

disables text, disables player pickups, removes all guards, starts the counter (to use to 

auto-end level after specified amount of time), and starts the fade out.   

 

The next loop continues until the fade out is complete.  The DC command detects if both 

a fade out or fade in are complete.   

 

When it’s done, there are three 03 blocks just to avoid flickering (slight delays), then we 

go to the camera position we made before (the 2E Object).  The tag should be chosen, 

and it should be D5XX0000000000.  If there is a 01 in the fourth spot, the camera will 

center on Bond, but we’d prefer to get it to a static position.  If you are moving Bond 

during the scene or want to move the view to always face Bond, leave it at 01.  Now we 

start the fade in (command DB) since we are at this new position (if you move the camera 

before fade, it’ll flicker the screen and probably crash on console).   



 

Do the same loop until the fade is complete (the DC return value command).  When we 

fade in, we can use our timer from before, if we want to do something after a certain 

amount of time.   

 

Finally, we detect whether the cycle counter has reached a specified amount (0100 here), 

or whether a key has been pressed (by return value loop command EB).  When either 

condition is met, there is a final fade out, and then a loop to detect if the fade out is 

complete.  Then the level exits (using command D2).   

 

0200 Resume If Return Value Loop Met  

F10F If All Objectives Complete, Return Value Loop  

03 Leave The Routine, But When Return Continue From Spot  

0100 Go To Beginning, Then Return Value Loop  

020F Resume If Return Value Loop Met  

AF Reset Cycle Counter  

B1 Enable Cycle Counter  

ED Hide First Person Display  

EA Stop Game Time  

D700 Disable Text (Variable)  (Hide) 

EC Disable Player Pickups  

DD Remove All Guards  

DA Fade Out From Cut-Scene  

0244 Resume If Return Value Loop Met  

03 Leave The Routine, But When Return Continue From Spot  

DC8F Return Value Loop When Fade Complete  

0144 Go To Beginning, Then Return Value Loop  

028F Resume If Return Value Loop Met  

03 Leave The Routine, But When Return Continue From Spot  

03 Leave The Routine, But When Return Continue From Spot  

03 Leave The Routine, But When Return Continue From Spot  

D50200000000 Go To Camera Position  D5 (0200000000) ; 02 = tag here 

DB Fade In From Black (Reset DA)  

02AA Resume If Return Value Loop Met  

DC32 Return Value Loop When Fade Complete  

03 Leave The Routine, But When Return Continue From Spot  

01AA Go To Beginning, Then Return Value Loop  

0232 Resume If Return Value Loop Met  

EB10 If Key Pressed, Return Value Loop  

B400010010 If Cycle Counter > Value, Return Value Loop B4 (000100) 

03 Leave The Routine, But When Return Continue From Spot  

0132 Go To Beginning, Then Return Value Loop  

0210 Resume If Return Value Loop Met  

DA Fade Out From Cut-Scene  

0245 Resume If Return Value Loop Met  

03 Leave The Routine, But When Return Continue From Spot  



DC66 Return Value Loop When Fade Complete  

0145 Go To Beginning, Then Return Value Loop  

0266 Resume If Return Value Loop Met  

D2 Exit Level  

04 Terminator 

 

 
 

How to Spawn a Guard 

 
First you need to pick a preset where a guard spawns.  Here lets choose preset 000D. 

 



 
 

Now we need to add the main action block.  Make this a 10XX block.  Add an 8E 

command to change the guard ID (make it unique, though technically it can be the same 

as another one), set the guard health using 8F, set the guard armor if you wish (90 

command).   

 

Now lets add the BD spawn guard command.  Change the preset to 000D (or whichever), 

the image, the head (FF for random).  Now add a 04XX action block so that this guard 

will take this block, and we can assign him a gun.  We added 040C here, and we now 

make sure to assign the BD spawn guard action block to 040C.  Remember that this is a 

return value function (it can fail spawning, but not usually), so add the 02XX return, and 

then exit the block.  Usually, you’d do a lot more stuff, and spawn multiple guards, but 

for now, keep it as this. 

 



 
 

The 040C block is pretty simple.  Just use the BF command to spawn a weapon, and 

remember that it’s a return value loop so it needs the matching 02XX.  Now do a JAL to 

0002, so the guard acts like a normal guard. 

 



 
 

We’re finished, he should spawn immediately.  You would likely spawn guards under 

certain conditions, instead of just immediately, but this is an example. 

 



 
 

How to Move Bond (note lose keys/collected items) 

 
It is very important to note that when you warp, you lose all keys and objects, so it is not 

recommended you do this too often, and only early in a mission.  First you’ll need a 2E 

object for the camera point, and tag it as a 16 object.   

 

Then do a loop to detect if within units of a preset.  When you get there, go to the camera 

position using the D5 command, and use the D9 command to move the guard id to the 

new preset.  Note that F8 is the guard id for Bond.   

 

Finally, use D3 to return from camera scene, and then we’re done.   

 



 
 

How to Use Alarms 

 
Alarms are object type 05, and you can activate them.  However, you can also set and 

unset the alarm sound in the action blocks.   

 

The 25 command sounds the alarm.  The 26 command turns it off.  The simple block 

below activates them, uses a counter to count for 0100 cycles, then deactivates the alarm 

and exits the routine.   

 



 
 

How to Remove a Guard 

 
First add a guard. 

 



 
 

Now add a 04XX action block, and attach the guard to it.  Make sure you click on him to 

determine what guard ID he’s been assigned. 

 



 
 

For fun lets only have him disappear when he’s spotted Bond.  That’s return value loop 

command 32, and it keeps looping till it’s true.  Then it eliminates the current guard 

because of FD, using the 23 command, and exits the routine.  If you want, you can do this 

in a 10XX block or anywhere.  If you want to use the guard fade instead, command 23, it 

must be in a 04XX block.   

 



 
 

Now you see him 

 



 
 

Now you don’t 

 



 
 

 

How to Have a Guard Give You an Item 
 

First, add a guard and assign him a 04XX action block.  Make sure you notice what guard 

ID is shown.   

 



 
 

 

Now is where it gets tricky.  Open the objects window by Edit Setup -> Edit Objects.  If 

you want to add a key, add a 04 object.  If you want him to give you a weapon, add a type 

08 object.  We’ll add a key, type 04 object. 

 



 
 

Change the preset to “Attached to Guard”, and choose the guard ID we selected.  Also 

modify the Locked Door tags in the bottom right, so you can match to a locked door.   

 

 
 

 

Now add a 16 object tag. 

 



 
 

Choose this key we found before.   

 

 
 

OK, phew, enough in the object window, now lets get back to the action blocks.   

 



In the 04XX block we made, we just do a simple block here.  Detect if Bond is close to 

the guard, then if so, give Bond the 16 object.  We also added text, because you can say 

something while giving it to Bond. 

 

 
 

Lastly, lets have fun with the objects window and rename the key, since it’s a “.”. 

 

Add a type 25 object, the Rename Object. 

 



 
 

Make sure it refers to the key we made, and override the Yale Key Object.  When you are 

making a level, ordinarily you’d also edit the text bank for it (just the Runway one here), 

and then it would say things like “X-Ray Scanner”, “Kit”, etc.  And then the rest of the 

text is for the weapons window. 

 

 
 



You can see it renamed now.  As usual, the text bank MUST be loaded or else the game 

will be crash.  You also can rename opening doors, and pickups of weapons.   

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

How to Add Objectives 
 

There is a 4 byte objective bitflag that is a global variable used by objectives.  It is default 

00000000, and it can be set and unset by the action blocks.  Then, the objectives menu 

tries to match those bitflags.   

 

Objectives are added in the Edit Setup -> Edit Objectives.  Add an objective, then add 1A 

Conditional True.  Conditional True means it matches. 

 



The example below means the objective will be complete, if the global variable matches 

10000000.   

 

 
 

There is also conditional false, which means if it is unmatched, it is complete, so in the 

below example, if 10000000 is met, then the objective is failed, if not, then complete. 

 

 
 

There can be a bunch of parts to an objective, so you can check if certain bitflags true, if 

certain false, if a 16 object is destroyed, etc.   

 

These are all used in objectives.  Note they are common to all action blocks, so 1000 and 

1001 both read and write to the same spot.  In the simple example below, 9A sets the 



bitflags, and 9C checks them.  The example just will play a sound since the objective is 

met.   

 

 
 

 

 


